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 -u1-modern-musical-keyboard-for-windows-7-speakeasier-studio-keyboard-with-screen-typing-and-music-
pad.html?ref=www.facebook.com&rf=10150955041189072 on #Speakboard ð��� afternoon all I have a serious question

about two different versions of ubuntu on my computer with two different locations of the boot partition. I want to uninstall one
of them but am concerned about what will happen to grub if I do so. I know that I can always install grub to the mbr or use a
boot manager but I am in the process of replacing a broken hard drive in a different machine. The secondary partition is the

boot partition and ubuntu is on the mbr. I know I can tell the new bios to boot from the drive with ubuntu on it which will be my
hdd but there is also the new hdd partition called /boot and it is on the mbr and I do not know how to manipulate its contents.

Will this need to be restored from the old drive?...so I guess my question is what happens to the boot partition when I am
uninstalling the current version of ubuntu. I have 2 ubuntu versions installed I just have two locations of the boot partition on

two drives should I be worried about losing the boot partition if I remove it. The old drive contains the current version of ubuntu
and the new drive contains the version that is being replaced is just a test drive for a restore im trying to make an alias that

executes a command for every time i type it. like * btn1 would run a script. how do i do this? *buttons* hikenboot: depends on
the type of boot partition. The older drive should have grub installed. The new drive should not have grub installed but will have

a boot partition on it. madLyfe: thanks leftyfb! 82157476af
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